
 
 
 

 

7 Days 6 Nights Taiwan West Tour 
 



 

 
 

 

 Day 1    Penang ✈Taoyuan Airport – Taipei                             (Dinner at your own expense) 
Upon arrival, proceed to Taoyuan Night Market - the oldest night market in Taoyuan.  

Hotel酒店： 台北驿德世纪/集瑷或同级  

 

Day 2   Taipei – Taichung                                                                       (Breakfast at hotel) 
After breakfast at hotel, proceed to Zhudong Central Market (Taiwan's largest Hakka traditional market)  
to experience the most authentic taste. 
-Hexing Love Station 
-Visit Neiwan Old Street, it is lined with traditional wooden architectures and stores. 
- Zhang Xueliang Cultural Park: Surrounded by mountains, the garden is serene and full of greenery and quiet, 
 and the buildings have a strong Japanese style. 
-Fengjia Night Market,is located next to Feng Chia University. It is claimed to be the largest night market  
 In Taiwan. 
 
Hotel 酒店：台中碧根行馆或同级  
 
Day 3  Taichung – Kaohsiung                                                               (Breakfast at hotel)   
After breakfast proceed to     
Siao gangshan, located between Gangshan and Yanchao Districts, covers 1.8 hectares of land. 
Siaogangshan Skywalk Park features a 88-meter skywalk inspired by music. The cable-stayed bridge looks like a 
violin. Its steel cables symbolize violin strings, while the spiral staircases at the end represent a harmonica which 
seems to respond to the violin in a song. 
  
Standing at the bridge, one can enjoy the beautiful birds-eye-views of Agongdian Reservoir, Agongdian Forest 
Park, and Agongdian River and its nearby plains. When the sky is clear, visitors can even find in the distance the 
magnificent North Dawu Mountain and its surrounding hills. 85 Sky Tower which is Kaohsiung’s major landmark, 
Banping Mountain, Shoushan, and the Taiwan Strait can also be easily viewed by then. 
 

     -Moonworld Landscape Park: The special landscape is called "bad land" in geography. After years of erosion by 
      rain and river water, the sediment is deposited on the mudstone, and the mudstone and mudstone are mixed 
      and formed by weathering 

-Buddha Memorial Hall: It is a building that integrates ancient and modern, Chinese and foreign, traditional  
and modern, and has the functions of culture and education, wisdom and practice. 
-Meinong Folklore: Southern Taiwan is a small town rich in Hakka cultural characteristics and simple folk  
customs, with beautiful scenic spots and historical sites. Meinong Folk Village fully preserves the  

      Hakka culture, and combines the local industry elites to introduce Meinong's human geography, living customs  
       and rich tourism content. 
     -Zhanerku: It is a small shopping center located in Gushan District, Kaohsiung City, Taiwan. Zhaner Warehouse is  
       part of the Gaogang Warehouse Group. It was rebuilt from the second warehouse and first warehouse of Kaohsiung 

Port No. 2 Wharf built during the Japanese colonial period in Taiwan. It used to provide warehouses for construction 
ships, passenger ships, and general cargo ships. Operation. 

 

Hotel 酒店： 高雄宜都饭店或同级  
 
 
 
 



 

 
Day 4 Kaohsiung – Tainan                                                                      (Breakfast at hotel)     
After breakfast proceed to           

- Eternal Golden City: Located at the southern end of Anping District, Tainan City, it is the land of the former 
 Erkuan, commonly known as the Fortress, which is one of the fortifications built in the late Qing Dynasty 
 to strengthen coastal defense. 
-1661 Taiwan Ship Park: It mainly displays the antique sailing ship Taiwan Success, and combines it with  
 public art to promote marine culture. 
-Lin Mo Niang Park: There are two statues of Mazu Lin Mo Niang, one large and one small. Next to the small  
 statues is a stone tablet of "A filial daughter becomes enlightened", the purpose is to encourage young people to  
 learn Mazu's filial piety spirit; and the other most special Lin Mo Niang granite in the park The statue is 16 meters  
 high and can be clearly seen from a long distance. It is a major landmark here. This statue is soft and majestic  
 looking towards Anping Port, as if guarding the passing ships. 
-Blessings of Big Fish, Tainan's new attraction: Anping's most dreamy Gangbin Historical Park 
-Anping Old Street: Walking in the quiet alleys is like stepping back in time, and the intricate alleys also feel like an  
 dventure. It would be a pity if you did not walk into the alleys when you come to Anping Old Street. 
- Tainan Night Market 
   
Hotel 酒店： 台南富驿饭店或同级  
 

Day 5  Tainan - Taichung                                                                          (Breakfast at hotel) 

After breakfast proceed to  
-Haomili Painted Village combines local characteristic elements, including ancient cone octopus, oysters, and the  
fantasy underwater world. It is basically a 3D three-dimensional outdoor art gallery. Come to Haomili Painted  
Village to take pictures and taste special delicacies. 
-The Church of High Heels, also known as the Church of Glass High Heels, is a large-scale installation art  
landscaping located in Haijing Park, Budai Township, Chiayi County, Taiwan. 
- Lukang Town: old town, creative new roads for old houses, neighborhood connections, tourist attractions and  
gourmet recommendations. 
- Taichung Cultural and Creative Park 
- LALAPORT shopping paradise 

Hotel 酒店：台中碧根行馆或同级  
 

Day 6     Taichung – Taipei                                                                   (Breakfast at hotel) 
 After breakfast proceed to few popular places 
Zhunanpu Brewery/Floating Zebra Crossing/Giant Beer Row Station: The most popular photo punch point 
- Jiufen: This place is as charming as anywhere in Taiwan. It is a relic left over from the Japanese colonial  
 period and a prosperous mining town. 
- Shifen Old Street: Famous for its special landscape where trains and houses are closely intertwined, attracting  
many railway fans to linger here; it is also the birthplace of sky lanterns. 
-Bopiliao Historic Street: At present, the red brick walls, arched arcades, and carved window lattices of Bopiliao  
are the most important points to visit 
-Taiwan Souvenirs 
- Ximending 

 
 Hotel 酒店： 台北驿德世纪/集瑷或同级  

 
 
 



 

 
 

Day 7 Taipei - Taoyuan ✈ Penang.      
          Check out and transfer to airport for home bound flight 
 

無购物：NO SHOPPING STOPS  

Tour Fee : Starting from RM 2600 per person / minimum 5 people 
 

Up to 7 passengers using a nine-seater vehicle 
 
Tour fare includes: 
1. 6 nights accommodation with breakfast 
2. Entrance Tickets  
3. Chinese-speaking driver cum tour guide 
4. Tips for the driver 
 
 
Tour fare excludes:  
1. Meals during the tour 
2. International air tickets 
3. Personal expenses 
4. Travel Insurance 
5. Self-funded activities 

 
           Proposed International Air Ticket : 

Airlines: China Airlines 
CI 732 PEN TPE 1350 1845 
CI 731 TPE PEN 0810 1250 
Economy : approx.  RM 1560 per pax with 1pc 23kg checked baggage 
 
Airlines: Malaysia Airlines 
MH1133 PEN KUL 0600 0705 
MH 366 KUL TPE 0915 1410 
MH 367 TPE KUL 1510 2000 
MH1166 KUL PEN 2105 2205 

 
    Economy : approx. RM 2450 per pax with 20kg checked baggage 

 

** Above prices are subject to availability at time of booking and prices are subject to change 


